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30 Unique Images | 2 Copies of Every Image | Includes FREE Digital Version Have you ever

dreamed of being a mermaid? Journey into the world ofÂ MermaidsÂ with this enchantingÂ adult

coloring bookÂ by Jade Summer.Â EnjoyÂ beautiful and easy-to-colorÂ imagesÂ of gorgeous

women, relaxing tropical fish, and beautiful seascapes. Experience everything you love about

mermaids including sexy poses on the beach, hidden ocean secrets, and under-the-sea romance.

Adult coloring books by Jade Summer are the perfect way toÂ relieve stress,Â aid relaxation, and

discover your inner-artist.Â Every coloring page will transport you into aÂ world of your ownÂ where

your responsibilities will seem to fade awayâ€¦ AboutÂ Jade Summer Jade SummerÂ is a

brandÂ owned byÂ Fritzen Publishing LLC.Â Our team's mission is toÂ help people release their

inner-artistÂ andÂ enjoy healthier livesÂ withÂ reduced stress. Join OurÂ Communityâ€¨View

completed coloring pagesÂ made byÂ fans across the world andÂ share your own creations.Â Jade

SummerÂ books are aÂ gateway to anÂ active and friendlyÂ communityÂ of fellow colorists.

Single-sided Coloring Pagesâ€¨Each image is printed on aÂ black-backedÂ page toÂ reduce

bleed-through. Two Copies of Every Image Enjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color

with a friend, or have an extra copy in case you make a mistake. This book contains 30 unique

images. Includes FREE Digital Version As a special bonus, you can download a PDF and print your

favorite images to color again. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and

make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax...

Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.
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Very pretty pictures, well drawn and the paper seems fine. I like that it has black backing in case

stuff leaks through. The only reason that it's a four rating is that there must have been a printing

error because the first half of the book has a dotted line from top to bottom on the right-hand side. (I

didn't bother returning it since it comes with two copies and the second set of images was fine.)

Absolutely enchanted by these beautiful drawings. They are so relaxing to sit and spend time

coloring and the detail keeps my interest and challenges me in my shading and color choices. You

will definitatly not be dissapointed, I highly reccomend this Coloring Book!

This is a new Mermaids coloring book by Jade Summer (note that this coloring book is not a

duplicate of their first coloring book of the same title which is no longer available because of

potential copyright issues.)These designs are inspired by the sultry and sensuous sirens of the sea.

These are creatures who certainly can be considered enthralling with their come hither poses and

inviting eyes. The designs show them above and below the waves and even with pirates and

treasure.The designs are detailed but not what I consider intricate with small areas to color. I am

able to use a wide variety of coloring medium on these designs.While you can have access to

.PDFs when you purchase this book, my review is based on the book as it is received from . That

way you will know what the pages look like and how they accept color. I like that the publisher

provides the digital version as well so you can choose the paper you wish to use and/or to color the

pictures as many times as you choose.This is what I found while coloring in this book and testing

the paper with my coloring medium:30 x 2 each  Sensuous Mermaid Designs (total of 60

design pages)Paper is typical of CreateSpace: white, thin, slightly rough and non-perforated. The

back of the page is printed black.The designs do not merge into the binding. There is a heavy

framing line at the outer edges of the design to give the project a more finished look, especially for

framing. There is a slight shadowing effect to the framing line which gives the image an almost 3D

effect.Glue Binding (there is room to cut the pages out if you choose to do so.)Though you cannot

see the bleed-through easily due to the back of the page being printed in black, I recommend the

use of a blotter page when working in this book. I use a page of card stock or several sheets of

heavyweight paper under my working page. It keeps seeping ink and marring dents from ruining the

pages below.Alcohol-based markers bleed through the page quickly.Water-based markers bleed



through in spots.Gel pens and India ink pens leave shadows on back of the page. India ink can

bleed through if you apply heavily or multiple coats.Coloring Pencils work well with this paper. I

found that I could layers the same color for deeper pigment or multiple colors and I could blend

easily using a blending stick. I tested both oil and wax based pencils. I also found that hard lead

pencils leave dents through the paper.

Another book to enjoy if you like Mermaids. I know I am. Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ Beautiful not to detailed images.

If you're a Jade fan. This books is another thumbs up book to get. If ur like me. You will be flipping

to try n find which to color first Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‰

Wowza is the Book ever BEAUTIFUL , if you like Mermaids your going to love this Book. The line

Art is outstanding. The Mermaids are Beautiful and Sexy and the Pirates are Hot to lol . I absolutely

LOVE this Book , you get 2 of each pic and a PDF download , which I love that , so worth the

money, so I want to share something funny, When I got done coloring my first pic from this Book I

asked my Husband so what do you think about my mermaid ? Do you think she's pretty? And he

Stated. Well if you were a pirate. Would you stop your Ship for her , lol we Both said yes , hehe

Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‚

The Jade Summer Team really captures the mythical and mysterious exotic beauty of mermaids

and their life under sea. You get 30 beautiful images to color x 2, 60 images in all (2 of each image).

They also include a link in the book to go online and download the PDF version of the book so you

can color your favorite images over and over and never have to worry about it if you mess up.The

paper quality in this book is good in my opinion. I've never had any problems with it and I use

colored pencils, markers, and gel pens.I highly recommend this book to all mermaid lovers of every

age! You won't be disappointed I promise!!I've included some preview images as to what to expect

of the images. Happy Coloring!!

I'm always trying to find a good mermaid coloring book and this one is in my top three. The pictures

are not double-sided which I like. They repeat which is awesome for me, since I might not like the

color choices I chose for one picture, I can change it up on another.

Yes I'm a little late, but late is better than nothing! I love mermaids, actually I'm addicted to them and

when I saw this, I jumped on it! This book is beautiful, nothing but sexy mermaids and all of the



sensual looks they have. I use Copic markers and it makes the pictures really stand out! I really

didn't know coloring does relieve stress and especially if you really enjoy the pictures that you are

coloring. Each beautiful picture I colored, I placed in a frame and hung it up! I'm going to buy the

actual hard copy of the mermaids because I can't wait to get some time to color! Beautiful Creatures

them Mermaids are and this coloring book brings them to life! You can use markers, pencils,

watercolors and I even put embellishments on some of the pages! Thank you to the author, I am

really enjoying this beautiful coloring book!
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